
HOW TO WRITE A ONE PAGE ACADEMIC CV TEMPLATES

Check out CV templates and sample CVs to help you write your own. job, check to see if the job listing includes any
information on a page limit for your CV.

Curriculum vitae are most commonly used by academic professionals, such as professors, lecturers and
college instructors. If, at your institution, TAs design and are the sole instructor for their courses, you should
label yourself as an instructor for these courses. List your publications, presentations and academic
conferences in which you've participated. In this case, the teaching section in reverse chronological order
should proceed your publications section. Developing personalised routines for various rehabilitation
programmes. Funding The funding you have attracted for your research and work is recognition of the value
of your research and efforts. You needn't include your dates of attendance at any of the schools. This is a case
where careful decision making really pays off with greater impact. Within each section, list your experiences
in reverse chronological order. Describe your teaching experience and work history. Academic CVs also do
not include bullet points expanding on the duties of each position. This format makes it easier for the person
reviewing your CV to gauge your productivity over time. Academic CVs differ from the CVs typically used
by non-academics in industry because you need to present your research, various publications and awarded
funding in addition to the other items contained in a non-academic CV. Building an effective one-page resume
means taking the objective of your resume into account. Consider making an exhaustive list of all publications
in an appendix. More important than length is structure. Your potential employer might well know your
supervisor â€” that will give connections and employer may well know methodology of supervisor Incorporate
conferences and posters Collaborations - highlight your name even if it is third or fourth in list of contributors
How have you disseminated your research to a wider audience? This also applies to your resume. Include the
colleges and universities you attended, beginning with the institution from which you received your highest
degree, listed in reverse chronological order. Conclusion From what we have just seen above, creating a
single-page CV is indeed possible by following some simple guidelines. It is my ultimate intention to
encounter an organisation that allows me to pursue these interests while simultaneously improving my skills.
Publications List your most reputed publications in ranking of type, such as books, book chapters,
peer-reviewed journal articles, non-peer-reviewed articles, articles presented as prestigious conferences,
forthcoming publications, reports, patents, and so forth. Do you speak any languages, have a driving licence,
play an instrument, or hold a non-academic qualification? This short description focuses the recruiter on
tangible evidence that does not take up a lot of space.


